Integration

The implementation and maintenance of numerous healthcare information technology (HCIT) solutions, and a healthcare information exchange (HIE) between these HCIT solutions doesn’t have to be a nightmare experience!

Our consulting experts have managed numerous integration projects including:

- Healthcare Enterprise Application Integration
- Interface Development and System-to-System Message Brokering
- Transaction Processing and External System Connectivity
- Healthcare Information Exchange and Trading Partner Management
- Bio-medical Device and Biotelemetry Integration from the Exam Room to the ICU
- Bi-directional Lab Instrument Integration

We Know Your Technology

We have proven experience in helping organizations of all types and sizes succeed. No matter the vintage, complexity or brand of solution, there is an Orchestrate Healthcare consultant who knows your technology. We help you connect your disparate healthcare applications so that patient data continues to flow smoothly between resident systems and devices, and to external trading partners.

HL7 Interface Engine Experience

Orchestrate Healthcare has extensive experience with the leading solutions in healthcare integration:

- Cerner Open Engine™
- Corepoint Integration Engine
- Eclipsys eLink
- Epic Bridges
- InterSystems HealthShare
- Cloverleaf
- Mirth Connect
- Oracle SOA Suite
- Orion Health Rhapsody™
- Siemens OPENLink™
- Sun / SeeBeyond DataGate™ (eGate™)
- Sun / Oracle JCAPS Suite
- Sybase® e-Biz Impact

Our consultants have managed various engagements in this market including:

- Vendor selection
- System implementation
- Interface development
- Integration Engine upgrades and migrations
- Customer needs, assessments, and recommendations
- System management outsourcing
- Information exchange and trading partner management
Meeting Integration Challenges
Healthcare Information Exchange – between a healthcare organization’s resident systems or external trading partners – presents an ongoing list of challenges and requires healthcare-specific expertise.

Integration Expertise at Orchestrate Healthcare
At Orchestrate Healthcare, our sole focus is on healthcare information technology. Our consultants are well versed in all integration engines, with an average of 17 years experience working on healthcare integration projects – no matter the requirements.

While most vendors focus on a single solution or a single class of solutions, such as electronic medical records implementation, Orchestrate Healthcare understands the requirements for multiple solutions in order to improve healthcare processes and drive results.

• Application Integration and Interoperability
• Interface and Transaction Variant Expertise
• Clinical and Financial Data Exchange
• Payor-Provider and Clearinghouse Connectivity
• Revenue Cycle Management Solutions Integration
• Lab and Pharmacy Connectivity (e.g. HL7-NCPDP Data Translation)
• Hospital-Physician Office Connectivity
• CMS (Medicare, Medicaid) Reporting
• Clinical Data Aggregation for Reporting and Analytics
• Data Quality Management: Edit Validation on Existing Data Exchange

Training
Orchestrate Healthcare offers customized extensive on-site training programs for staff of all levels – from novice to skilled. We work with you to develop a program specifically designed to meet the needs of your integration management team. We will also ensure that you have adequate equipment and knowledge to continuously leverage all aspects of your application.

About Orchestrate Healthcare
Orchestrate Healthcare delivers the outcomes healthcare organizations need. We are a multi-year Best in KLAS awarded healthcare consulting firm specializing in four core competencies: EMR Implementation and Optimization with an Epic focus, Integration and Interoperability, HIE Consulting, and Business Intelligence Consulting.

Our consultants are seasoned professionals with a broad range of experience. Our commitment to quality and to our customers’ success is second to none. We are known for being nimble, responsive and accessible. Our team of consultants excel at what we do, so your organization can excel at what you do.

If you are ready for a consulting company that exceeds your expectations rather than just talking about it, give us a call today at 877-303-3377.

Orchestrate Healthcare is probably the premier integrator in the healthcare technology space. They have a really strong team of specialists who really know what they are doing, and they are easy to work with. I have been very pleased with the hands-on leadership that Orchestrate Healthcare has offered, and they will be the firm that we have on speed dial for any of our third-party integration work.”
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